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Facilities at Vale View 



Vale View is located on the outskirts of the village of Old Dalby surrounded by beautiful 
Leicestershire countryside. It is ideally located just 5 minutes from the A46 and other major 
routes  with close links to the M1 which allows for easy access from all directions. The town 
of Melton Mowbray is conveniently located just 15 minutes away which has all major 
amenities.  
 
 



Vale View boasts world class facilities that are second to none including 2 indoor arenas 
and 4 outdoor arenas. The arenas all inter-connect via surfaced pathways. We also have a 
Café, onsite tack shop, permanent toilets and showers. We also have two PA systems which 
cover the whole venue.  



National & International Arenas- Indoors 
 

The National arena is closest to the reception area and is overlooked by the Café. It is 
66x25m and surfaced with Equestrian Surfaces Cushion Track. It is covered by the PA system 
and has a commentary box in the bottom right corner which is accessed from the upstairs in 
the centre. It also has 2 access doors one which leads from an outdoor arena which can be 
used as a warm up and a small standing gallery.   
 
The International arena is the larger of the 2 indoor arenas and is 70x30m. It has an in built 
judging box and is covered by the PA system. It also has a seating gallery which can seat 200 
people in tiered seating. Additional seating is available upto an extra 250. The arena has 3 
access doors for horses, 2 of which lead onto other arenas.  



Outdoor arenas 
 

Top Outdoor Arena 
The top outdoor arena is 60x30m and is frequently used as a warm up arena for the 
National Arena. It has recently been resurfaced with Equestrian surfaces sound track and 
has had the drainage replaced. It has 2 access slopes to the bottom outdoor arena and a 
set of steps to jump up or down. There is also a judges box that over looks both the top 
and bottom outdoor arenas.  
 
Bottom Outdoor Arena 
The bottom outdoor arena is 75x28m and is also surfaced with Equestrian Surfaces sound 
Track which was replaced just 18 months ago. As well as having access to the top outdoor 
arena it also have access to the International arena and a surfaced path way round the 
side of the International onto the new All weather cross country arena. It also has a shared 
judges box with the top outdoor arena.  



All Weather Cross Country Arena 
The new arena which only open in April 2019 is roughly 80x90m and is perfect for all 
levels of rider. The arena features natural undulations, a water complex with steps of 
varying heights, several ditches and steps. We have a range of Cross country fences from 
70-105cm which are built to a BE standard and are weighted however we are looking to 
expand our selection to offer other heights also. The arena has connections to the 
bottom outdoor, International arena and new show jumping arena.  
 
Show Jumping Arena 
The new show jumping arena was opened in May 2019 and is 70x80m, it is a brilliant size 
arena which regularly holds British Show jumping competitions with classes upto 1.40m. 
This arena can be connected to the all weather cross country arena or used separately. It 
also features its own holding chute, viewing platform and judges box. It is also regularly 
used as an extension to the cross country course.  



Equipment 
We have a wide range of equipment that is available to hire for use in our arenas. This 
includes:  

A varying range of cross country jump from 70 – 105cm  
2 sets of dressage boards (1 raised) 
Full set of FEI standard show jumps and safety cups 
Floral decorations for jump and arena dressing  
Timing equipment 
PA systems  

 
We are also able to hire in any additional equipment that you may require!  

 



Vale View has been designed to be as user friendly as possible and the team is used to 
handling large and busy events with nothing being too much trouble. The facilities are 
regularly used by World Class trainers and riders alike, who highly commend them.  
 
We have  newly extended lorry park that is all on hard standing and seasonal over flow 
parking on grass. We can also hire in any temporary stabling that is required. 
 
Our on site café is renowned by local competitors for its home cooked, fresh food and we 
can offer a menu to suit your event.  
 
In the past few years we have hosted a number of prestigious events including British 
Dressage Area Festivals, Nettex Associated Championships, High Profile Show, British 
Connemara Pony Society Breed Show, The British Breeding Futurity Show, The Para Witer 
Championships, Home International and The BETTALife unaffiliated 3 day event.  
 
As you can see we have a wide range of scope to host a wide range of events. 



The All Weather Cross Country has also 
been successfully used as a Working 
Hunter Course 

In built ditches and steps in the 
All Weather Cross Country Arena 



The Show Jumping arena can also be used as an extension to the Cross 
Country Course 



Temporary stabling that has been hired in 
for a previous event 



We look forward to working through your event proposal with you.  
 

Please do not hesitate to contact us to discuss your requirements. 
 

Tel: 01664 823739 
Email: Robbie@Valeviewequestrian.co.uk 


